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Abstract. This paper presents a short literature review of a research trend that endeavors to model collaboration by quantifying each group member’s contribution. In such a view, equity is considered as the ideal collaborative situation. We review some foundational elements of this approach, some methodological aspects, describe a case study applying such concepts and analyses, and present examples of design implications for Computer-Supported Cooperative Work.

1 Equity as a paradigm for collaboration

Our aim in this paper is to present a research trend initially born in Psychology and Management science and later used in Human-Computer Interaction, modeling collaboration through the quantification of each participant’s contributions. In this approach equity is sought, whatever the quality of contributions. Indeed for tasks involving negotiation, for collaborative learning, and every time it is important for all members to have their say, equity per se is a desirable state (Marshall et al., 2008) regardless of the quality of contributions. Equity also refers to “democracy”, in Habermas’ sense (1984), as a set of ways to ensure the information communicated by the various participants is done so with minimal distortion (as opposed to a repressive communicational framework).

There are many professional situations, for example in design, where contributions from multiple participants are expected to speed up exploration of the problem space, and to ensure that decisions are made through integrating multiple points of view (Sommerville et al., 1998; Wolff et al., 2005). Equitable
or democratic decision making should be promoted, except for specific situations such as crisis management, where authoritarian decision making will be considered as more efficient and will be preferred.

Disregarding the quality of contributions (at least at first) to favor equity is also justified in the context of tasks such as creative brainstorming, where a strongly established paradigm points to “team idea generation” as a key element of work. In brainstorming, participants are indeed prompted to produce as many ideas as possible, to rule out criticism and self-censorship, to take each other’s ideas to combine and improve them (Osborn, 1953). This has two major consequences: the quality of individual contributions cannot be assessed since contributions are merged together so that ideas belong to the group and cannot be attributed to a single member. Secondly, quantity of contributions becomes the only way to assess individual engagement in the task.

The equity paradigm has given rise to the observation of social phenomena such as social loafing and social compensation (Karau & Williams, 1993; Serva & Fuller, 1997): in a group situation, some participants tend to under-contribute with comparison to a situation where they would work alone (which is called social loafing) and other participants tend to over-contribute (social compensation). Social compensators become group leaders and social loafers become followers, which is a frequently-observed but not particularly desirable phenomenon. Indeed, it was shown that social loafing can be moderated by e.g. group cohesiveness (Karau & Hart, 1998), self-evaluation (Harkins & Szymanski, 1988), individual motivation (Brickner et al., 1986; Shepperd, 1993) or by the use of special collaborative devices as will be reported in section 4.

2 Methods for measuring equity in collaboration

Several metrics have been proposed to measure the equity of collaboration:

- The standard deviation of interface actions made by individuals (Ringel Morris et al., 2006): the larger the standard deviation, the less equitable the collaboration. A disadvantage of standard deviation is that it varies with both group size and the total number of actions, it is therefore difficult to compare across different study designs (Marshall et al., 2008).

- The Gini Coefficient (Fitze, 2006) which has been used to measure the equity of contribution in groupware systems, classroom dialogue, economic income distributions, etc. It varies between 0 (perfect equity) and 1 (perfect inequity: 1 person has all of the income). However, the Gini coefficient in its standard form seems unsuitable for small numbers of participants (Marshall et al., 2008).

- For analyzing brainstorming activity, we used the A index of inequity (see Table 1) where N=size of the group, E=the expected proportion of events if each participant contributes equally, and O_i=the observed
proportion of events for each individual (see section 3). A normalized version of such index (see Table 1, Equation B) can also be used (Hiltz et al., 1989; Marshall et al., 2008) when one intends to compare varying tasks or contexts or study designs.

Table 1. Inequity indices: Equation A (Buisine et al., submitted) and B (Marshall et al., 2008).
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Table 1. Inequity indices: Equation A (Buisine et al., submitted) and B (Marshall et al., 2008). N=size of the group, E=the expected proportion of events if each participant contributes equally, and Oi=the observed proportion of events for each individual.

All these metrics can be applied to conversational turns and/or interface actions and/or artifact actions and/or nonverbal communicative behaviors. Furthermore, they can be combined to complementary metrics including questionnaire data to investigate the perceived equity. In this respect, when equity is considered, subjective perception and post-hoc reports can significantly differ from observed “objective” behavioral metrics.

3 Case study

We conducted an experimental study to understand if and how the use of an interactive tabletop system (Scott & Carpendale, 2006; Shen et al., 2006) would improve brainstorming. We compared 4 experimental conditions (Buisine et al., in revision): the reference situation of creativity sessions (pen-and-paper tools in front of a paperboard), pen-and-paper tools around a non-augmented table, and 2 augmented multi-user tabletop systems (see Fig. 1), with more or less innovative interaction styles.

Figure 1. Our interactive tabletop system (Circle twelve DiamondTouch) for brainstorming (4 participants allowed).
Overall, 80 participants were involved in the experiments by groups of 4 people at the same time, and each group performed 2 creativity exercises (within-group experimental design). Three kinds of variables were collected: performance criteria (number of ideas generated, width and depth of production), subjective data (ex: ease of use, effectiveness, pleasantness, motivation), and collaboration as assessed by the inequity index (see Table 1, Equation A). For the calculation of the inequity index we numbered the following behaviors from the video recordings of the sessions: assertions (e.g. giving an idea), information requests (e.g. requesting a clarification about an idea), action requests (e.g. asking a participant to “send a note over”), answers to questions, expression of opinions, communicative gestures related to the task, and off-task talk. The “communicative gestures” variable includes for example pointing to an item, moving a note, interrupting someone or requesting a speech turn by a gesture.

The results showed that creative performance increased with the around-the-table spatial configuration (advanced digital tabletop and paper-and-table conditions). Moreover, subjective evaluations were globally in favor of the advanced tabletop condition: users preferred this device to pen-and-paper tools, especially because of the pleasant and fun nature of the interface. Our results also show that extrinsic motivation significantly increased in the advanced tabletop condition, which can be attributed to the attractiveness of the device. Regarding the participants’ collaborative behaviors, we observed that inequity was highest in the paperboard condition, and lowest in both the advanced tabletop and paper-and-table conditions (see Fig. 2). Improved collaboration in paper-and-table compared with paperboard can be explained by the around-the-table setup, and improved collaboration in advanced tabletop compared with the basic tabletop condition.
may result from improvements in the prototype (ex: interaction styles more adapted to the task).

Overall, we have several results suggesting that the around-the-table setup (either with pen-and-paper tools or with an interactive multi-user device) should be promoted for increasing performance and improving collaboration in brainstorming. Inequity of contributions was lower when the participants brainstormed around a table, which means that social loafing and social compensation were lower, and therefore the emergence of leaders and followers was limited. The underlying phenomenon might be related to an increase of social comparison: when sitting around the same table, participants may have more opportunities to compare their own performance to the others’. Social comparison was indeed shown to be a source of motivation for brainstorming participants and to improve idea generation (Harkins & Jackson, 1985; Barts et al., 1988; Paulus & Dzindolet, 1993; Dugosh & Paulus, 2005; Michinov & Primois, 2005).

The fact that performance and collaboration were better with the “around-the-table” configuration is a ground-breaking result for research on creativity processes. The spatial configuration of participants facing the facilitator and generally sitting side by side constitutes a traditional and undisputed paradigm of creativity sessions. Our results suggest this convention should be questioned, even with pen-and-paper tools.

4 Design implications for CSCW

The research and findings about equitable collaboration has provided inspiration for numerous studies in Human-Computer Interaction and Computer-Supported Cooperative Work, since some designs and devices were found to significantly increase equity of collaboration:

- Providing real-time explicit feedback on each member’s quantity of contributions (see Fig. 3) was shown to favor equity of collaboration (Ringel Morris et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2008).
- McKinlay et al. (1999) showed that a remote electronic brainstorming application decreased social compensation with comparison to a co-located brainstorming session, resulting in more equity but also in an overall decrease of contributions.
- Providing multiple entry points or multiple input devices on the collaborative medium, for every member to be directly able to interact with the task material, increases equity of collaboration (Marshall et al., 2008).
- As seen in the previous case study, around-the-table spatial configuration also leads to a better balance between participants’ contributions. This result challenges WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I See) groupware (Stefik et al., 1987; Zhu, 2004). Indeed a founding paradigm in CSCW
was to give priority to sharing the same view on the same data amongst group members. Around-the-table participants are in a rather relaxed-WYSIWIS setting since users’ views diverge with respect to their position, but group awareness is given a higher priority with close proximity and more opportunities for subtle communication channels (e.g. eye contact, facial expressions or body language). This seems to constitute an efficient tradeoff between information sharing and group dynamics.

Figure 3. Participation feedbacks designed by DiMicco (2004, see top left picture), its tabletop version (Ringel Morris et al., 2006, see right panel) and a design for phone interface (Kim et al., 2008, see bottom left picture).

5 Perspectives

The equity paradigm and the attempt to quantitatively evaluate collaboration have produced valuable findings such as the identification of some social phenomena arising during collaboration and the design of collaborative media influencing these phenomena. However this remains an incomplete approach to collaboration since quality of contributions and collaboration efficiency are disregarded. In this respect interesting research perspectives include the combination of qualitative and quantitative indices in order to draw a more general model of collaborative activities and allow the design of more efficient collaborative media and situations.
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